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1. Why Do Entrepreneurs Share Information?

“Don’t worry about people stealing your ideas. 
If your ideas are any good you’ll have to ram them down people’s throats”

Howard Aiken, Inventor of the Harvard Mark 1

1. Consider the fundamental paradox of information (Arrow 1971, Williamson 
1985) – why share information when others can steal your ideas?

2. One approach is that intellectual property rights (IPRs) can help (Granstrand
2000), and allow a “marketplace for ideas” (Gans and Stern 2003). 

3. Yet, formal IPRs place a small role in appropriating from innovation (Levin et 
al. 1987). 

4. And entrepreneurs readily share information (Birley, 1985; Shane and Cable, 
2002; Harhoff et al., 2003). 
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1. Why Do Entrepreneurs Share Information?

This paper considers an alternative approach:

1. Novel ideas are abundant and of poor quality (Stevens and Burley 1997).

2. Appropriability derives from novel combinations of specific assets 
(Schumpeter, 1962; Teece 1986) facing a lemons selection problem under 
quality uncertainty (Akerlof 1970). 

3. As novel innovations are poorly defined ex ante (Hargardon and Sutton, 1997; 
Carlile, 2004), appropriability is driven by “entrepreneurial knowledge about 
the quality of complementary asset combinations.  

Next I re-examine the case of the “Lone Inventor.”
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2. Information, Imitation and Appropriability

1. Kearns intermittent windshield wiper case is an exemplar of the lone 
inventor going up against the big corporation for stealing his idea (Gans
and Stern, 2003; Seabrook, 1993). 

2. Kearns’ “stealing ideas” story:
a. Flash of genius – 1953 cork in the eye leads to 1963 invention
b. Prototype shared with Ford – “won the wiper competition”
c. Told his wiper wouldn’t be used. Later found his wiper was used.
d. Struggled, filed patent infringement suits, and won. 

3. Ford’s “stealing ideas” story:
a. Ford had been testing an intermittent wiper for 2 years
b. Had performance specifications, thought invention was obvious.
c. Settled in the patent suit and found not-willful infringement. 
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2. Novel Asset Combinations and Appropriability

1. Alternatively, Ford’s “lemon asset combinations” story:
a. Kearns reputation, if any, was of a prior failed inventor. 
b. Ford already had a top team, top supplier, and requisite knowledge.   
c. Kearns used off the shelf parts. 
d. Kearns had patents of low expected value.

2. Kearns’ “lemon asset combinations” story:
a. Ford had an awful reputation for in-licensing patents.
b. Ford was a technology laggard, not innovator, in wipers.
c. For already had an experienced supplier, the worlds largest. 

3. Interesting anomaly: Kearns did license to Tann Corporation!
1. Compared to Ford more information shared with less IPR. 
2. However, many novel complimentary asset combinations. 
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2. Novel Asset Combinations and Appropriability

KEARNS FORD TANN
Inter. Wiper Simple Complex None
R&D 1 Person 10 People None
Reputation Poor, if any. Awful None
Supplier Off-Shelf Largest None
Specifications Low High Not Known
Patent Support Low None High
Production None None Some

Information Shared by Kearns Low High
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3. Information and Assets in Appropriability

1. Teece (1986) – When imitation is easy profits accrue to “owners of 
complimentary assets.”

2. Corollary – When imitation is hard  profits accrue to “owners of innovation. 

3. This implies that owning the right combinations of assets will lead to 
appropriability regardless of imitation primacy on a resource 
heterogeneity argument (Barney, 1991; Penrose, 1995). 

4. Yet the entrepreneurship literature puts primacy on appropriability on 
information heterogeneity (Hayek, 1945) by examining ideas  and 
information changes (Arrow, 1971; Fiet, 2002; Gans et al., 2003).

How do these two views relate?
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3. Information, Novelty and Entrepreneurial Knowledge
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4. Information and Assets in Appropriability

• I studied 59 assessments of highly novel opportunities by 15 repeat 
entrepreneurs (Fiet 2007). 

• Discuss two salient ventures in the paper and propose the following:

P1: Once a firm is founded, complementary asset combinations are 
relatively invariant to ideas.

P2: Entrepreneurs share information to assess entrepreneurial 
knowledge about complimentary asset combinations. 

P3: The higher the degree of entrepreneurial knowledge, the greater 
the potential for appropriability.
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5. Discussion

Entrepreneurial knowledge allows for a shift from “hoarding 
information” theories to a theory that address specific asset 
combinations:

1. Addresses the problem of increasing mis-information (Ackoff, 1967) 
and search costs (Fiet, 2007). 

2. Anchors novelty (Schumpeter, 1934) in a way that is more tangible 
(Carlile, 2002) and easier for academics and entrepreneurs to assess. 

3. Shifts the attention from ex post moral hazard problems (Arrow 
1971, Jensen and Meckling, 1996) to ex ante selection problems 
(Akerlof, 1970) associated with entrepreneurial markets.
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6. Conclusions

1. Disproportionate amount of attention to the value of the ‘idea’ in 
innovation vs. the “complementarities of assets.”

2. But if complementary asset holder can imitate the innovator, innovator 
won’t appropriate whether they share information or not. 

3. Entrepreneurial knowledge offers pragmatic and theoretical rational for 
the sharing of information without concern for appropriability. 

4. Shifts the debate from intellectual theft to complementary asset selection. 
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4. Ideas and Complementary Assets 

ENTREPRENEUR: I've been close to a guy who used to run the chemical engineering at TopResearchU.  
He said that he could build a pin joint, pushing with a pin, that didn't need lubrication.  If you looked at 
the use of pin joints, for example any track vehicle has 70-some pin joints.  They're sealed with a certain 
technology and are still the source of high warranty costs and maintenance.  So he said he could build one 
that… I got coincidentally a Ph.D. student who was graduating…a fabulous engineer.  … He wanted to 
be in a startup so he did some experimentation….  And I've now recruited a fellow that ran a machine 
tool company in Cincinnati.  And he wanted to be an entrepreneur.  I've known him for many years.  I 
got him to take a look at it.  So he did some research and what we concluded is that in order to start a 
company around pin joints, even though the idea is fabulous, it would be very, very difficult.  So we're in 
the meeting … So I said well, this is the same principal as electrical connectors.  Right then and there 
we came up with a different way to build the connector…

INTERVIEWER:  The idea changed quite a bit.

ENTREPRENEUR :  Well, yes, from pin joints.

INTERVIEWER:  To electrical connectors. Cont……
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4. Ideas and Complementary Assets cont…

ENTREPRENEUR :  Yeah.  I thought that was an opportunity to get this in a fab.  I was in a business 
for 35 years in LargePublicCo, so I knew the business well and I knew there'd been many, many ideas 
proposed but none of them ever made it besides the fundamental fork and blade, which is the 
fundamental connection device.  So anyway, it started an idea.  I have a lot of friends in the venture 
capital business … Went to them and said you don't anything about connectors, we're a new industry 
that will develop in areas like wireless....  And we don't know anything about it and the other thing is 
your management team, at this point I had asked this fellow from Cincinnati to move here.

INTERVIEWER:  Now was he still kind of the right person?  Because he kind of had a very 
mechanical background {machine tools}.

ENTREPRENEUR :  Well, he knows a lot about mechanical stuff.

INTERVIEWER:  Right.  But sort of when you move to electrical connectors it's the same?

ENTREPRENEUR :  No, it's not the same at all.  Well, the only thing is that since this is a very 
different way to build a connector you had to build some machinery.

INTERVIEWER:  I see.  So he came in useful there.

ENTREPRENEUR :  He was useful. But he also knew how to run a company.  
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4. Entrepreneurial Knowledge and “Lemons”

Selection can lead to ‘better than perfect’ partners
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